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Abstract—For a Chaplygin sleigh on a plane, which is a paradigmatic system of nonholonomic
mechanics, we consider dynamics driven by periodic pulses of supplied torque depending on the
instant spatial orientation of the sleigh. Additionally, we assume that a weak viscous force and
moment aﬀect the sleigh in time intervals between the pulses to provide sustained modes of
the motion associated with attractors in the reduced three-dimensional phase space (velocity,
angular velocity, rotation angle). The developed discrete version of the problem of the Chaplygin
sleigh is an analog of the classical Chirikov map appropriate for the nonholonomic situation. We
demonstrate numerically, discuss and classify dynamical regimes depending on the parameters,
including regular motions and diﬀusive-like random walks associated, respectively, with regular
and chaotic attractors in the reduced momentum dynamical equations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The study of complex dynamics of nonlinear systems, including dynamical chaos, is one of the
fundamental interdisciplinary problems. To date, a vast amount of material has been accumulated,
including a large body of theoretical results, methodologies and algorithms, examples of model
systems with complex dynamics, experimental data, and so forth [1–3]. Great interest is being
expressed in applications of concepts of nonlinear dynamics [4, 5], in particular, with regard to
systems of mechanical nature [6].
As is well known, constraints in mechanical systems are classiﬁed into holonomic and nonholonomic, or integrable and nonintegrable [7–9].
Consideration of the holonomic constraints deﬁned by the relations for the generalized coordinates leaves us in the framework of the Hamiltonian formalism. Nonintegrable constraints, on
the other hand, are deﬁned by relations not only for the coordinates, but also for the generalized
velocities (in which they are usually linear), and cannot be reduced to integrable ones. For a
discussion of integrability criteria and the formal apparatus of nonholonomic mechanics, see the
recent review [10]. In contrast to Hamiltonian mechanics, nonholonomic systems have much more
various behaviors depending on the parameters; this feature has been named in [11] as hierarchy
of dynamics. Nonholonomic mechanics contains many problems which are of great practical
importance and are mainly related to systems associated with rolling: dynamics of wheeled vehicles,
spherical robots, etc. Discrete nonholonomic systems occur in simulations of bipedal walking [12].
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The history of the study of nonholonomic systems is rich in dramatic events, including errors
made by prominent researchers and corrected only afterwards in the course of further careful
analysis [10].
Nonholonomic systems hold a special place in dynamical systems theory [9, 11]. Even in
the absence of friction, under conditions of conservation of mechanical energy, they can exhibit
behaviors characteristic of dissipative rather than conservative dynamics, when attractors occur
on an energy surface in the phase space, like stable equilibrium states, limit cycles, or strange
attractors [11, 13–17]. This is possible because, generally, the Liouville theorem is not applicable,
and the phase volume in the course of evolution in time may undergo compression or expansion
in some domains of the phase space. Respectively, attractors or repellers can be located in those
domains.
In view of the enormous diversity of phenomena in dynamical systems, it is extremely important
to undertake eﬀorts to understand and classify them in a speciﬁc context of nonholonomic
mechanical systems.
A paradigmatic example of nonholonomic mechanics is the model of Chaplygin sleigh [18–20].
This is a rigid body which can move with three legs in contact with the surface: two of them slide
without friction, and the third is a knife edge attached to the sleigh and able only to slide in the
longitudinal direction.
The aim of this paper is to expose and explore dynamical phenomena which occur during motion
of the Chaplygin sleigh under the action of a periodic sequence of pulses of torque. We will analyze
the dynamics in the presence of weak viscous friction that slows down the movement of the sleigh
during the time interval between the pulses. Such a formulation of the problem is motivated, ﬁrstly,
by the fact that it is interesting to compare the results with the known dynamical phenomena
relating to dissipative systems [21, 22] exhibiting some features associated with the nonholonomic
mechanical nature of the object. Secondly, there are some curious prospects of controlling the motion
by changing the intensity of pulses or other parameters using chaos control methods [23–25] for
purposeful displacements of the sleigh, particularly in the situation of diﬀusion-type movements
observed at high intensity of pulses. This may be of interest in the context of problems of robotics,
including the case of micro-objects such as those mentioned in Ref. [26].
2. BASIC EQUATIONS
Consider a Chaplygin sleigh on a ﬂat surface. We use a laboratory reference frame (X, Y ) and
a frame attached to the sleigh (ξ, η), with origin at the point of the knife edge location A (Fig. 1).
The condition of the nonholonomic mechanical constraint is that the direction of velocity for point
A is ﬁxed relative to the sleigh. This can be interpreted by imagining that the knife edge is attached
to the sleigh at point A, and it may slide in the direction of the knife edge, while motions across
the knife edge are prohibited. We assume that the direction of the knife edge is along the axis ξ
of the coordinate frame attached to the sleigh, and the center of mass C is located on the same
axis at distance a from the knife edge. The reaction force, which prevents transverse motions of the
knife edge is perpendicular to it and directed along the η axis.
Suppose that the torque M and the force F are applied, which will be considered relative to the
position of the knife edge. It is natural in this case to take into account only the force component
along ξ in the frame attached to the sleigh (the reaction force will compensate for the transversal
component even if it exists).
The equations of motion are
mu̇A = maω 2 + F,
(J + ma2 )ω̇ = −maωuA + M,
ϕ̇ = ω,
ẊA = uA cos ϕ,

ẎA = uA sin ϕ.

Here, m is the mass of the sleigh, J is the moment of inertia, ϕ is the angle of rotation of the
sleigh axis relative to the laboratory frame, uA is the velocity of the knife edge A, ω is the angular
velocity of the sleigh, and XA and YA are the coordinates of the knife edge in the laboratory frame.
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Fig. 1. Chaplygin sleigh under the action of force F and torque M . The knife edge attached at point A is
oriented as shown by the red segment. The center of mass C is located at distance a from the knife edge on
the axis ξ. The laboratory reference frame (X, Y ) and the frame ﬁxed relatively to the sleigh (ξ, η) are used.

The nontrivial dynamics worth studying occurs if the impulse driving is carried out with periodic
kicks of applied torque M . One can imagine, say, that an electric dipole is attached to the sleigh,
and the motion occurs in thepresence of periodic pulses of a uniform electric ﬁeld switched on
and oﬀ, so that Mp = P sin ϕ δ(t − nT ). In addition, we assume the presence of a weak viscous
friction contributing both to the force and torque acting on the sleigh, Ff = −γuA and Mf = −γ0 ω,
respectively.
Under these assumptions the equations read
mu̇A = maω 2 − γuA ,
(J + ma2 )ω̇ = −maωuA − γ0 ω + P sin ϕ



δ(t − nT ),

ϕ̇ = ω,
ẊA = uA cos ϕ,

ẎA = uA sin ϕ.

To transform them to the dimensionless form, we use a change of variables and parameters:
uA = uak, t = τ /k, ω = kΩ, μ = J/ma2 + 1, α = γ/km, α0 = γ0 /kma2 , k = P/ma2 , T = T k,
k = P/ma2 , XA = Xa, YA = Y a. Taking into account that the δ-function is normalized by the
rule δ(τ /k) = kδ(τ ), we have
u̇ = Ω2 − αu,

δ(τ − nT ),
μΩ̇ = −Ωu − α0 Ω + sin ϕ

(2.1)

ϕ̇ = Ω,
Ẋ = u cos ϕ,

Ẏ = u sin ϕ,

where the dot means now the derivative with respect to dimensionless time τ .
As can be seen, the ﬁrst three equations for the velocity, angular velocity, and the rotational
angle separate, and we may analyze them regardless of the last two equations. This set of three
equations will be called the reduced system, and we will refer the space of variables (u, Ω, ϕ) as the
reduced phase space.
Immediately after each kick, the sleigh gets a torque and, accordingly, acquires a certain angular
velocity, whose value depends on the instant orientation of the sleigh. Because of the constraint,
it begins to slide with rotation to keep the velocity of the reference point A in the direction
along the knife edge; the angular velocity decreases, while the directed velocity grows, tending
to maximum. At this short-time stage, the nonholonomic nature of motion reveals itself, while
friction and mechanical energy loss may be thought negligible. At the next, long-time stage, the
energy decreases gradually due to viscous friction. To the end, the rotational motion practically
stops, although slow translational residual motion occurs yet in the direction of the knife edge. Its
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orientation in the laboratory frame determines the value of torque, which the sleigh will take under
the eﬀect of the next kick.
The general character of the motion depends surely on the parameter of intensity of the kicks.
For very small values of k the result will obviously be a stop of the sleigh with the knife edge
orientation parallel to the external ﬁeld. An increase in k, as we shall see, gives rise initially to
periodic and then to irregular modes of motion. It turns out that the threshold of the complex
dynamics in k decreases with the growing parameter μ = J/ma2 + 1, which takes into account the
moment of inertia of the sleigh.
The spectrum of Lyapunov exponents of the system (2.1) contains two trivial zero exponents
associated with shifts in the plane along the X and Y coordinates, and three nontrivial exponents
related to the reduced system. In the presence of a positive exponent, the dynamics will be chaotic.
3. ANALYTICAL EXAMINATION: INTEGRABLE CASE
Consider a special case when the coeﬃcients of viscous friction for translational and rotational
motions have values that provide the same damping rate of these motions, namely, α0 = μα. Then
the set of equations for the velocity, angular velocity, and the rotation angle takes the form
u̇ + αu = Ω2 ,
μ(Ω̇ + αΩ) = −Ωu + k sin ϕ



δ(τ − nT ),

(3.1)

ϕ̇ = Ω,
and one can derive analytically a map describing the transformation of the set of variables (u, Ω, ϕ)
over a period of kicks.
Suppose that at time τ = nT − 0 the dimensionless velocity is un , the angular velocity is Ωn ,
and the orientation of the sleigh is determined by the angle ϕn . Then, after the kick, the initial
conditions for the variables u and Ω are
u = un ,

Ω = Ωn + kμ−1 sin ϕn ,

and on the time interval until the next kick we have to solve the equations
u̇ + αu = Ω2 ,

μ(Ω̇ + αΩ) = −Ωu.

Upon the substitution
u = U e−αt ,

Ω = W e−αt ,

where t is dimensionless time measured from the moment of the kick, we have
U̇ = W 2 e−αt ,

μẆ = −W U e−αt .

This implies
U 2 + μW 2 = const,
and it makes sense to seek a solution in the form
U = R cos Φ,

W = Rμ− 2 sin Φ,
1

where R = const. Then for the variable Φ we have
Φ̇ = −Rμ−1 e−αt sin Φ.
Upon separation of the variables
R
dΦ
= − e−αt
sin Φ
μ
the integration yields




R(e−αt − 1)
Φ(0)
Φ(t)
= exp
tg
.
tg
2
μα
2
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Then we notice

and hence

1
√
ϕ̇ = Ω = Rμ− 2 e−αt sin Φ = − μΦ̇,

√
√
ϕ(t) − ϕ(0) = − μΦ(t) + μΦ(0).

The relationships we obtain allow us to write down the map, expressing the state vectors
xn = (un , Ωn , ϕn ) in the reduced phase space, referring to the time instants just before the
successive kicks:
xn+1 = f (xn ).
(3.2)
The explicit formula for the function f is rather cumbersome. We present it here in a compact
formulation convenient for computations. Namely, with xn = (un , Ωn , ϕn ), we set
R∗ =



Ω = Ωn + kμ−1 sin ϕn ,
2

u2n + μΩ ,

(3.3)

F ∗ = arg(un + iΩμ1/2 ),

Y ∗ = tan(F ∗ /2), f ∗ = 2 arctan Y ∗ ,


R∗ (e−αT − 1)
∗
,
f = 2 arctan Y exp
μα
un+1 = R∗ e−αT cos f ,

(3.4)
(3.5)

Ωn+1 = R∗ e−αT sin f ,

ϕn+1 = ϕn − (f − 2 arctan Y ∗ )μ1/2 .

(3.6)

In the next section, we turn to the study of the dynamics described by the map derived in terms
of types of attractors, which depend on the parameters of the problem. The question of how the
motions of the sleigh on a plane relate to these attractors will be discussed in Section 5.
The proposed method of description of motions of the Chaplygin sleigh in discrete time is
similar to the discretization method leading to the Chirikov map when considering a mathematical
pendulum excited by external kicks [1, 3]. In this case, the system (3.2) should be regarded as
the simplest model in the study of kicked nonholonomic systems with weak viscous friction. It is
remarkable that the proposed procedure is unique, has a clear physical meaning, and does not have
a strong arbitrariness, as is the case in many developed models of discrete nonholonomic systems
(a review of them is presented, in particular, in [27]). Our approach can also be compared with a
slightly diﬀerent procedure for obtaining a piecewise linear model of the nonholonomic Chaplygin
sleigh proposed by Ruina [12] and investigated qualitatively by Coleman and Holmes [28].
4. ATTRACTORS IN THE REDUCED PHASE SPACE IN DIFFERENT MODES
Figure 2 shows plots of the time dependences for the velocity and the angular velocity of
the Chaplygin sleigh in steady motion modes. They are obtained from the results of numerical
integration of Eqs. (3.1) at μ = 7, T = 100, α = 0.05, α0 = 0.35 and indicated on the diagrams for
diﬀerent values of k. The modes in diagrams a and b are periodic, respectively, with a period of
two and four time intervals of the kicks. Diagrams c and d show no visible repetition of the forms
of certain periods and, as we will see, they are actually chaotic.
Figure 3 shows portraits of attractors for diﬀerent values of the kick intensity parameter k on
the plane of the variables (u, Ω) in stroboscopic presentation at time instants immediately after
each successive kick.
In diagrams a, b, c, g in the Poincaré sections the attractors correspond to ﬁnite sets of points
and relate to periodic dynamics. The attractors on panels d, e, f , h are chaotic.
Figure 4 shows a chart of dynamical regimes of the reduced system. To depict the chart, we scan
the parameter plane over the grid with a certain small pitch in two dimensions. Since we assume
the relationship between the parameters α0 = μα, the map deﬁned by the relations (3.3)–(3.6)
accurately describes the dynamics. At each point of the parameter plane grid we perform about
103 iterations of the map, and the data for the end subsets of the iterations are analyzed to detect
the presence of the repetition period from 1 to 14, with some predetermined low level of permissible
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Fig. 2. Dependences of the translation and angular velocities on time in sustained modes of motion of the
Chaplygin sleigh plotted according to the results of numerical integration of Eqs. (3.1) at μ = 7, T = 100 with
the values of k indicated on the diagrams.

error. As the periodicity is detected, we mark the corresponding pixel with a certain color, and the
routine proceeds with analyzing the next point in the parameter plane.
The blue area in the bottom part of the chart corresponds to the situation where the attractor
is a ﬁxed point, with zero translation and angular velocity, i. e., it corresponds to the non-moving
sleigh. Here the rotation angle comes to the ﬁxed value of π as the ﬁnal result of the temporal
evolution.
With further increase of the parameter k a bifurcation occurs with transition to the regime
of period 2T (dark green area on the chart), which obeys the symmetry ϕn+1 = ϕn . The next
bifurcation is symmetry break, without changing the period, which corresponds to transition to
the light green area. Then, on the basis of the arising asymmetric periodic mode a sequence of
period-doubling bifurcations follows corresponding to Feigenbaum’s transition to chaos.
Figure 5 shows the same area in the parameter plane, where the largest Lyapunov exponent
of the stroboscopic map is indicated by gray tones for negative values (regular motions), and by
uniform brown color for positive values (chaos). It is productive to compare the charts of Figs. 4
and 5 as mutually complementing distinct forms of visualization of the parameter plane topography.
Figure 6 shows a one-parameter bifurcation diagram (“bifurcation tree”) and a plot for three
nontrivial Lyapunov exponents depending on the parameter k, which illustrate the transition to
chaos through period-doubling bifurcations. The diagrams correspond to the path on the parameter
plane chart from bottom up, in the indicated limits of k, with constant μ = 7. The bifurcation
tree at the threshold of chaos and plot of the senior Lyapunov exponent have well-recognizable
forms characteristic of the period-doubling scenario of transition to chaos through the bifurcation
cascade, which obeys the Feigenbaum universality and scaling regularities [1, 3, 32]. This qualitative
conclusion is conﬁrmed by numerical estimates for the constant of convergence of bifurcation points
to the limit of their accumulation (δ ≈ 4.7) and for the constant characterizing the splitting of the
tree branches (α ≈ −2.5).
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Fig. 3. Portraits of attractors on the plane of variables (u, Ω) corresponding to the stroboscopic cross-section
at time instances immediately after each successive pulse propulsion at T = 100, α = 0.05, μ = 7 and diﬀerent
values of kick intensity parameter k = 1.3 (a), 1.8 (b), 2.1 (c), 2.19 (d), 2.39 (e), 3.00 (f ), 3.15 (g), 3.4 (h).

Fig. 4. Chart of dynamics of the Chaplygin sleigh on a plane of parameters μ and k, respectively, the moment
of inertia and the intensity of kicks, while the period of pulses is T = 100 and the dissipation parameter is
α = 0.05. The blue color corresponds to the absence of motion of the sleigh. Dark green and light green colors
represent, respectively, symmetric (2S) and asymmetric (2A) motions with a period of the velocity variables
2T , and other colors designate motions with other periods given by multiples of T . White color corresponds
to unrecognized periods (actually, the chaotic dynamics).

5. MOVEMENTS OF THE SLEIGH CORRESPONDING TO DIFFERENT TYPES
OF ATTRACTORS
To imagine what the real motion of the sleigh on a plane looks like, we note that it is possible to
represent it as composed of fragments corresponding to the sequent displacements of the sleigh in
time intervals between successive periodic kicks. Figure 7 shows such fragments of the trajectories
realized when starting from one and the same point O with zero initial velocity after a kick,
depending on the initial orientation of the sleigh. If the repetition period of kicks is large enough,
the sleigh nearly stops at the end of the path shown on the picture, and further motion will
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Fig. 5. Lyapunov exponent chart on the parameter plane of μ and k at T = 100 and α = 0.05. The shades of
gray indicate the levels of the senior Lyapunov exponent. The near-zero values correspond to light gray, and
the large negative values to dark gray tones. The area of positive Lyapunov exponent corresponding to chaos
is uniformly brown in color.

Fig. 6. Bifurcation tree which shows the values of the angular coordinate ϕ corresponding to instants of the
kicks, where the blue and red branches correspond to coexisting distinct attractors (a). The regions where the
blue and the red dots are intermixed correspond to the combined response to uniﬁed attractors. The plot for
three nontrivial Lyapunov exponents (b) depending on the intensity of kicks at T = 100, α = 0.05, μ = 7.

correspond to a new path fragment from the same set that we should attach, but with respective
shift to the position reached, and with the initial angle realized to this instant at that point.
Figure 8 shows a set of trajectories obtained from numerical solution of Eqs. (2.1) with the same
parameters, which correspond to the portraits of attractors in the stroboscopic section in Fig. 3.
From left to right, the ﬁrst path corresponds to the symmetric cycle of period 2 of the reduced
equations. One can see a repetition over and over again for a certain form over two periods of kicks.
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Fig. 7. Trajectories produced by the Chaplygin sleigh in the laboratory frame of reference with the start from
point O with zero initial velocity after a kick depending on the initial orientation. The numbers m given at
respective trajectories indicate the initial values of the angle ϕ = πm/8. The parameters are α = 0.05, μ = 7,
k = 3. The orientation of the sleigh is illustrated by the icon at the end of path 10.

Fig. 8. Examples of the Chaplygin sleigh trajectories in the laboratory frame of reference for diﬀerent values
of the intensity parameter of kicks k. The initial velocity is zero, the initial angle of rotation is ϕ = π/2. The
parameters are μ = 7, T = 100, α = 0.05, α0 = αμ = 0.35.

For a symmetric cycle the motion takes place on average along a straight line directed in parallel
to the axis X. For an asymmetric cycle the motion takes place along a straight line inclined at
some angle θ to the axis X, or, alternatively, at angle (−θ) depending on initial conditions. Similar
patterns are observed in situations of motions with larger periods, up to the transition to chaos.
In the chaotic region the path becomes wandering, and along with the directional component a
diﬀusion component appears. The diﬀusion component becomes dominant at the high intensity of
kicks. Under such conditions, of interest may be the possibility of navigating the sleigh using the
chaos control technique [23–25].
Figure 9 shows the distance traversed by the sleigh depending on the parameter k for time
periods of 500 kicks (panel a) and the azimuth angle of the arrival place of the sleigh (panel b).
As can be seen, the sleigh’s motion generally contains a directed and a random component. To
characterize the directed motion, one can use the average velocity
x2 (nT ) + y 2 (nT )
,
n→∞
n
and for the random component an appropriate quantiﬁer is the diﬀusion coeﬃcient
v = lim

x2 (nT ) + y 2 (nT ) − vn
.
n→∞
n
Figure 10 shows the numerically obtained dependence of these quantities on the parameter of
intensity of kicks.
D = lim

6. CONCLUSION
We have considered the dynamics of the Chaplygin sleigh under periodic torque pulses, the
magnitude of which depends on the spatial orientation of the sleigh, in the presence of a weak
viscous friction.
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Fig. 9. The distance from the starting point and the azimuth of the point of arrival of the Chaplygin sleigh
under t periodic kicks of torque through the time interval of 500T after the launch. The parameter values are
μ = 7, T = 100, α = 0.05, α0 = αμ = 0.35.

Fig. 10. The dependence of the average velocity of the Chaplygin sleigh and of the diﬀusion coeﬃcient on
the parameter of intensity of kicks. The parameter values are μ = 7, T = 100, α = 0.05, α0 = αμ = 0.35.

The occurrence of regular and chaotic motions depending on the intensity of kicks is established.
At low intensities the sleigh asymptotically comes to rest at the knife edge orientation in the
direction of the external ﬁeld providing the zero level of the kicks. With increasing intensity of
kicks, the mode appears initially with oscillating velocity of period two and with average motion
in the direction parallel to the external ﬁeld. Then, after the symmetry-break bifurcation, the
movement takes place at some angle to the ﬁeld direction (there are two possible directions of
motion depending on initial conditions). Further increase in the driving is accompanied by a cascade
of period-doubling bifurcations and a Feigenbaum’s transition to chaos.
In weakly chaotic modes, the directional movement dominates, being complemented with slight
random-like diﬀusion component of motion. In situations of developed chaos, the random walk
becomes a major contribution to the motion, while the directional movement becomes almost
imperceptible. In this situation it is expected that eﬀective may be using chaos control technique
in application to the sleigh navigation.
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It would be interesting to extend the results obtained to the problem of motion of coupled
Chaplygin sleigh systems; this setup also relates directly to wheeled vehicle dynamics problems [29,
30]. Moreover, it would be of interest to consider situations of excitation of nonholonomic systems
not with external forces, but using variations in time for internal parameters, just as it has been
implemented in a recent example discussed in [31].
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